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quality prices
mission statement
Queensland Narrating Service is a non-profit community organisation
that enables people with print disabilities to exercise their right to access
desired information in audio formats, enabling them to enrich their lives
and participate in decisions that affect them. QNS operates in a fair and
responsible manner in our dealings with volunteers, staff, funding providers,
agencies representing people with print disabilities and the broader community.

quality
Queensland Narrating Service employs stringent processes which ensure that the
quality of QNS audio books continues to improve and meet the high standards
expected by readers and librarians. Queensland Narrating Service’s Quality
Management System is certified under AS/NZS ISO9001:2008. Feedback is
encouraged and appreciated.
Narrators are skilled and motivated people often with backgrounds in radio
broadcasting and acting.

qns audio - open access - special access
Consumers’ special needs are an important consideration:
•
All audio formats are clearly identifiable by introductions, endings and 		
tactile numbering
•
CDs are track marked at each chapter for easy navigation
•
All QNS audio books are complete and unabridged
QNS offers both open access books (narrated for the general community) and
special access books (narrated for people with print disabilities). For a definition of
print disability see www.qns.net.au
No unauthorised copying, broadcasting or public performance of these recordings
is permitted.

prices
All prices quoted in this catalogue include GST and presentation folders with full
colour cover insert.

mp3 format
The QNS MP3 format has chapter sub-sections and 3 minute interval sub-sections.
This means that the QNS MP3 format can be played in DAISY machines with a
high level of navigation.
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orders
orders and delivery
A full marc record for each title is available on the Libraries Australia Database.
QNS titles can also be ordered from ALS Library Services (www.alslib.com.au).
QNS titles are also available through Audio-Read and OverDrive.
Orders will be dealt with promptly and are usually dispatched within 8 weeks of
receipt (this time-frame may vary depending on the size of the order).
All audio books are dispatched freight-free. Please quote catalogue numbers when
ordering.

replacement CDs, DAISY, MP3 & folders
We provide a fast replacement presentation folder service. We guarantee
replacement CDs, DAISY and MP3 CDs will always be available for any title ordered
regardless of when first issued.
When ordering replacement CDs, DAISY and MP3 CDs or presentation folders,
quote the QNS catalogue number and the CD number to be replaced. The catalogue
number is located on the back cover of CD books and the front cover of MP3
and DAISY books. Ensure you write “CD”, “DAISY” or “MP3” after the catalogue
number if you require a replacement CD, DAISY or MP3 CD.
Replacement CDs cost $8.80 each, GST included. Replacement DAISY and MP3
CDs cost $15.00 each, GST included. Presentation folders, complete with cover
inserts, may be purchased separately, prices available on request.
QNS continues to provide replacement cassettes from previous orders.

contact
Queensland Narrating Service
PO Box 1383
Coorparoo DC Qld 4151

like us on

qns@qns.net.au
www.qns.net.au
07 3324 0004 (p)

queenslandnarratingservice

this catalogue
This catalogue contains:
24 Open Access
An order form

Queensland Narrating Service is funded by
Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services Queensland
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open access audio titles
AMIRI, Dawood

Confessions of a People Smuggler

autobiography

narrator: Hugh Taylor
Dawood Amiri is an ethnic Hazara who, as a young man, made the fateful
decision to flee the terror being inflicted on his people and seek asylum in
Australia. He arrived in Indonesia in 2010, but was eventually captured
when he was about to board a boat headed for Christmas Island. After
a long stint in detention, where immigration processes failed to help him,
he escaped and began working for people-smugglers to aid his fellow
asylum-seekers and to raise money for his own passage to Australia.
Amiri was eventually arrested a people-smuggler himself, after having
helped gather passengers for a boat that was recklessly overloaded by
his bosses and sank en route to Christmas Island, with the loss of 96
lives.
Among the dead were two of Amiri’s best friends; that day, he ‘swore at
God’. He was sentenced to six years’ jail in Jakarta’s Cipinang prison,
while the kingpins, at the time, remained free.

Units
Code
Price

CD
5
3875CD
$53.00

ANDERSON, Bill

A Lifetime in Longhaul

adult non-fiction

narrator: Clem Fechner

DAISY
1
3875DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3875MP3
$60.00

Qantas pilot 1967-2007. Captain Bill Anderson’s flying career spans forty
years, amassing a to total of 22,139 hours of longhaul flight time. This
is his second book, another candid and honest look at the working life of
pilots and ground staff in a major world airline.
‘The pilots in the longhaul fleet at Qantas have carried Australians to the
world, supported by highly skilled engineers and operational ground staff.
These are their fascinating stories of passion and commitment. Essential
reading for anyone in love with flying.’ Geoffrey Thomas

Units
Code
Price

CD
9
3854CD
$79.40

DAISY
1
3854DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3854MP3
$60.00
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BIRCH, Tony

The Promise

short stories

narrator: John Sharpe
In this breathtaking new work, Tony Birch affirms his position as one of
Australia’s finest writers of short-form fiction.
Using his unflinching creative gaze, he ponders love and loss and faith.
A trio of amateur thieves are left in charge of a baby moments before a
heist. A group of boys compete in the final of a marbles tournament, only
to find their biggest challenge was the opponent they didn’t see coming.
Two young friends find a submerged car in their local swimming hole and
become obsessed by the mystery of the driver’s identity.
Across twelve blistering stories, The Promise delivers a sensitive and often
humorous take on the lives of those who have loved, lost and wandered.

Units
Code
Price

CD
5
3876CD
$53.00

BROOKS, David

The Sons of Clovis

poetry

narrator: John Sharpe

DAISY
1
3876DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3876MP3
$60.00

Making full use of his skills as novelist, poet and scholar, David
Brooks has created a page-turning literary history with the narrative
tension of a thriller.
In the mid-1940s, writers James McAuley and Harold Stewart
submitted a series of poems to the modernist literary magazine,
Angry Penguins, under the fictitious name Ern Malley. In a flurry of
excitement, the poems were published in a special edition proclaiming
the discovery of an important new Australian voice. When the hoax
was exposed, it occupied the front page of newspapers around the
nation for weeks. It is still Australia’s best-known and most talkedabout literary hoax.

Units
Code
Price

CD
13
3763CD
$105.80

DAISY
1
3763DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3763MP3
$60.00
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BURRELL, Andrew

Twiggy

Australian adult non-fiction

narrator: Hugh Taylor
Andrew “Twiggy” Forrest is the public face of Australia’s once-in-alifetime mining boom. A swashbuckling entrepreneur in the finest
West Australian tradition, Twiggy took on mining giants BHP Billiton
and Rio Tinto at their own game – and won. Yet he has also been
embroiled in two of the most heated debates in recent Australian
history: over the treatment of Aboriginal people and the mining superprofits tax. In this unauthorised biography, Andrew Burrell traces
Twiggy’s business triumphs and disasters to reveal the complicated
man behind the myth. Why do his mining ventures attract so much
controversy? And what do his philanthropic schemes tell us about
him and his plans for the future?
It takes extraordinary force of will, combined with boundless energy
and cunning, to create enterprises on such a mammoth scale.
With the value of iron ore now integral to the health of the federal
budget, Twiggy’s business affects all Australians. This entertaining
book gives a unique insight into one of the most powerful men in
Australia today.

Units
Code
Price

CD
10
3853CD
$86.00

DAISY
1
3853DAISY
$80.00

CALLINAN, Ian

The Missing Masterpiece

adult fiction adventure

narrator: Ray Edmunds

MP3
1
3853MP3
$60.00

The Missing Masterpiece is a satirical spoof on the snobbish world
of art collectors. Ian Callinan uses his insider knowledge to have
some wicked fun at the expense of our State art galleries. He
exposes a nexus of self-serving politicians, a gallery director’s lust
for power and prestige, and a fair amount of gossip, intrigue and
fraud.

Units
Code
Price

CD
8
3243CD
$72.80

DAISY
1
3243DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3243MP3
$60.00
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CLARKE, Maxine

Foreign Soil

adult fiction general

narrator: Barbara Duncan
In Melbourne’s western suburbs, in a dilapidated block of flats
overhanging the rattling Footscray train lines, a young black mother
is working on a collection of stories.
The book is called Foreign Soil. Inside its covers, a desperate asylum
seeker is pacing the hallways of Sydney’s notorious Villawood
detention centre; a seven-year-old Sudanese boy has found solace
in a patchwork bike; an enraged black militant is on the warpath
through the rebel squats of 1960s Brixton, a Mississippi housewife
decides to make the ultimate sacrifice to save her son from smalltown ignorance; a young woman leaves rural Jamaica in search
of her destiny; and a Sydney schoolgirl loses her way. The young
mother keeps writing, the rejection letters keep arriving...
Units
Code
Price

CONDON, Matthew

CD
6
3861CD
$59.60

DAISY
1
3861DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3861MP3
$60.00

Three Crooked Kings

Australian adult non-fiction narrator: Tony Millett
In 1949, a young Terence Murray Lewis graduated from the police
academy, ready to start his career in law enforcement. Over the
next four decades, he rose to the pinnacle of power as the knighted
Commissioner of Police in Queensland before his spectacular
downfall and imprisonment after the Fitzgerald Inquiry in the
late 1980s. The book follows Lewis’ journey through the ranks,
as he becomes part of the so-called Rat Pack with detectives
Glen Hallahan and Tony Murphy under the guiding influence of
Commissioner Frank Bischof. The alleged suicide of prostitute
and brothel madam Shirley Brifman in the early 1970s provides
the turning point for a culture that reigned unchecked for several
decades. It was part of a grand narrative teeming with murder, payoffs, political machinations, drug heists, assisted suicides, police
in-fighting and a complicated system of corruption that ultimately
collapsed under its own weight.
Based on unprecedented interviews with Terry Lewis and access
to his personal papers, Three Crooked Kings is the missing piece
in the puzzle of the story of Queensland’s endemic generational
corruption. It is a searing story of greed, crime and corruption.
Units
Code
Price

CD
10
3845CD
$86.00

DAISY
1
3845DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3845MP3
$60.00
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DISHER, Garry

Bitter Wash Road

adult fiction general

narrator: Chris Nielsen
When Hirsch heads up Bitter Wash Road to investigate the gunfire,
he finds himself cut off without back-up. A pair of thrill killers has
been targeting isolated farmhouses on lonely backroads, but
Hirsch’s first thought is that ‘back-up’ is nearby - and is about to put
a bullet in him.
That’s because Hirsch is a whistleblower. Formerly a promising
metropolitan officer, now demoted and exiled to a one-cop station
in South Australia’s wheatbelt. Called a dog by his brother officers.
Threats; pistol cartridge in the mailbox.
But the shots on Bitter Wash Road don’t tally with Hirsch’s
assumptions. The truth turns out to be a lot more mundane. And
the events that unfold subsequently, a hell of a lot more sinister.
Units
Code
Price

CD
8
3851CD
$72.80

DAISY
1
3851DAISY
$80.00

GOLDSWORTHY, Anna

Welcome to Your New Life

memoir

narrator: Anne Cochrane

MP3
1
3851MP3
$60.00

When Anna Goldsworthy, pianist and perfectionist, falls pregnant
with her first child, her excitement is tempered by the daunting
journey ahead. In Welcome to Your New Life, she shares the
dizzying wonder and crippling anxiety that come with creating new
life. Should she indulge her craving for sausage after sixteen years
of not eating meat? Will her birth plan involve Enya or hypnosis, or
neither? And just how worried should she be about her baby falling
into a composting toilet?
This captivating memoir combines warmth and humour to reveal
the love that binds families together. Welcome to Your New Life
evokes the shock of plunging into a life-changing adventure and
the kicking required to return to the surface.
Units
Code
Price

CD
6
3857CD
$59.60

DAISY
1
3857DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3857MP3
$60.00
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HUNT, David

Girt - The Unauthorised History of Australia

Australian adult non-fiction narrator: Kaye Stevenson
In this hilarious history, David Hunt tells the real story of Australia’s
past from megafauna to Macquarie ... the cock-ups and curiosities,
the forgotten eccentrics and Eureka moments that have made us
who we are. Mark Twain wrote of Australian history: ‘It does not
read like history, but like the most beautiful lies ... but they are all
true, they all happened.’ In Girt, Hunt uncovers these beautiful lies,
recounting the strange and ridiculous episodes that conventional
histories ignore. The result is surprising, enlightening – and sidesplittingly funny.
Girt explains the role of the coconut in Australia’s only military
coup, the Dutch obsession with nailing perfectly good kitchenware
to posts, and the settlers’ fear of Pemulwuy and his Amazing
Technicolor Dreamingcoat. It introduces us to forgotten heroes like
Mary McLoghlin, transported for the typically Irish crime of ‘felony of
sock’; Patyegarang, the young Eora girl who co-authored the world’s
most surprising dictionary; and Trim the cat, who beat a French
monkey to become the first animal to circumnavigate Australia.
Our nation’s beginnings were steeped in the unlikely, the incongruous
and the frankly bizarre. Girt restores these stories to their rightful
place. Not to read it would be un-Australian.
Units
Code
Price

CD
7
3850CD
$66.20

JONES, Llody

A History of Silence

memoir

narrator: Ann Tracey

DAISY
1
3850DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3850MP3
$60.00

As Christchurch lies in ruins after the catastrophic earthquake of
February 2011, Lloyd Jones begins a search for his past, a search
that takes him through childhood memories of puzzling events to
Pembroke Dock in Wales and finally to the discovery of a devastating
court transcript.
On this extraordinary journey, he pieces together the fragments of a
story that has been buried in his family for a lifetime. A mother who
gave up her daughter, a naval captain drowned at sea, a marriage
to save a child. And a truth that changes everything.
Units
Code
Price

CD
7
3846CD
$66.20

DAISY
1
3846DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3846MP3
$60.00
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JORDAN, Toni

Addition

adult fiction general

narrator: Barbara Duncan
Grace Lisa Vandenburg counts. The letters in her name (19). The
steps she takes every morning to the local café (920); the number of
poppy seeds on her slice of orange cake, which dictates the number
of bites she’ll take to finish it. Grace counts everything, because
numbers hold the world together. And she needs to keep an eye on
how they’re doing.
Seamus Joseph O’Reilly (also a 19, with the sexiest hands Grace
has ever seen) thinks she might be better off without the counting.
If she could hold down a job, say. Or open her kitchen cupboards
without conductng an inventory, or make a sandwich containing an
unknown number of sprouts.
Grace’s problem is that Seamus doesn’t count. Her other problem
is…he does.
Units
Code
Price

CD
7
3868CD
$66.20

DAISY
1
3868DAISY
$80.00

KEATON, Diane

Let’s Just Say it Wasn’t Pretty

adult non-fiction

narrator: Kaye Stevenson

MP3
1
3868MP3
$60.00

I’ve always loved independent women, outspoken women, eccentric
women, funny women, flawed women. When someone says about
a woman, ‘I’m sorry, that’s just wrong,’ I tend to think she must be
doing something right.”
Diane Keaton has spent a lifetime colouring outside the lines of the
conventional notion of beauty. In Let’s Just Say It Wasn’t Pretty,
she shares the wisdom she’s accumulated through the years as a
mother, daughter, actress, artist and international style icon. This is
a book only Diane Keaton could write - a smart and funny chronicle
of the ups and downs of living and working in a world obsessed with
beauty.

Units
Code
Price

CD
5
3859CD
$53.00

DAISY
1
3859DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3859MP3
$60.00
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MACKENZIE, Annie

Memories Along the Boggo Track

Australian adult non-fiction narrator: Mavis Scott
History of the settlement and development of Brisbane suburbs
in the area south of the Brisbane River from Clarence Corner to
Rocklea. Topics covered include education, sport, transport, and
some of the effects of WWI and II.

Units
Code
Price

CD
7
2529CD
$66.20

DAISY
1
2529DAISY
$80.00

MACKINNON, A. J.

The Unlikely Voyage of Jack de Crow

adult non-fiction travel

narrator: Clem Fechner

MP3
1
2529MP3
$60.00

“A couple of quiet weeks sailing the River Severn was the intention.
Somehow things got out of hand – a year later I had reached
Romania and was still going ... ”
Truly hilarious books are rare. Even rarer are those based on real
events. Join A.J. Mackinnon, your charming and eccentric guide, on
an amazing voyage in a boat called Jack de Crow.
Equipped with his cheerful optimism and a pith helmet, this Australian
Odysseus in a dinghy travels from the borders of North Wales to the
Black Sea – 4,900 kilometres over salt and fresh water, under sail, at
the oars, or at the end of a tow-rope – through twelve countries, 282
locks and numerous trials and adventures, including an encounter
with Balkan pirates. Along the way he experiences the kindness of
strangers, gets very lost, and perfects the art of slow travel.
Units
Code
Price

CD
12
3864CD
$99.20

DAISY
1
3864DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3864MP3
$60.00
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MAIDEN, Peter

ANZAC Day on Mount Everest

adult non-fiction

narrator: Peter Maiden
When a catastrophic avalanche killed three of their party in 2001
the Australian Army Alpine expedition’s plan to conquer Everest
teetered on the very brink of disaster. One of the dead was little
Kathleen Hackett, only eight-years-old, and the Army brass, together
with outraged Australian media, subjected the traumatised team to
intense scrutiny.
The expedition continued, undertaking the ultimate human
challenge, the conquest of the world’s highest mountain. The
weather was appalling and the hand-picked Australian team was hit
by illness. As it became locked in a desperate life and death battle
with the implacable mountain, the team was unaware that back
home an Army inquiry was already being established to investigate
the expedition’s conduct.
Today the question of Australian military justice is front-page news.
The acrimonious Everest board of inquiry to which all the members
of the 2001 expedition were subjected gives readers of this exciting
story a courtside view of the Army judging its own.
Units
Code
Price

CD
12
3872CD
$99.20

PIPER, Sally

Grace’s Table

adult fiction general

narrator: Kaye Stevenson

DAISY
1
3872DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3872MP3
$60.00

Grace has not had twelve people at her table for a long time. Hers
isn’t the kind of family who share regular Sunday meals. But it isn’t
every day you turn seventy.
As Grace prepares the feast, she reflects on her life, her marriage
and her friendships. When the three generations come together,
simmering tensions from the past threaten to boil over. The one
thing that no one can talk about is the one thing that no one can
forget.
Grace’s Table is a moving and often funny novel about the power of
memory and the family rituals that define us.
Units
Code
Price

CD
7
3866CD
$66.20

DAISY
1
3866DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3866MP3
$60.00
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POWER, Robert

Meatloaf in Manhattan

adult fiction general
short stories

narrator: Pierce Bragg
In these sixteen tales, Robert Power captures the joys and frailties
of seemingly ordinary lives with extraordinary perception and wit.
The stories take us from a Manhattan diner to a train station in
Vietnam, from the Wild West to small town Australia, in a dazzling
display of faith in language and in life.
A man staying in New York pretends to be blind and inveigles his
way past the defences of a lonely diner waitress; a child beggar in
Vietnam carves a determined path through loss and into the world; a
father falls prey to the temptations of the internet; a client discovers
his psychiatrist’s startling secret; and a wife sends a beautiful, but
shocking, letter to her husband, the postman.
Each delicious story transports the reader into another world and
life with authorial grace and an assured lightness of touch.
Units
Code
Price

CD
5
3856CD
$53.00

DAISY
1
3856DAISY
$80.00

RICCIONI, Jo

The Italians at Cleat’s Corner Store

adult fiction general

narrator: John Sharpe

MP3
1
3856MP3
$60.00

In 1949, the arrival of an Italian family sets tongues wagging in the
village of Leyton, an English farming community still recovering from
the war. For seventeen-year-old Connie, however, the newcomers
provide a tantalising glimpse of the wider world - a world beyond the
gossip and petty concerns traded over the counter of Cleat’s Corner
Store.
Under their father’s stern eye, the Onorati brothers adapt to their
new life in remarkably different ways. While the charismatic Vittorio
is determined to reinvent himself and embrace all things English,
the solitary Lucio is haunted by the secrets of his past - events that
tether him to the war in the mountains of Lazio.
As both brothers begin to cast an unexpected influence over Leyton,
Connie realises that, like them, she must grapple with her ambitions
and dreams for the future. But what can any of them hope to find in
the ruins of all they’ve lost?

Units
Code
Price

CD
10
3863CD
$86.00

DAISY
1
3863DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3863MP3
$60.00
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ROBIN, Marie-Monique The World According to Monsanto
adult non-fiction

narrator: Joan Lethlean
The result of a remarkable three-year-long investigation that
took award-winning journalist and documentary filmmaker MarieMonique Robin across four continents (North and South America,
Europe, and Asia), The World According to Monsanto tells the littleknown yet shocking story of this agribusiness giant - the world’s
leading producer of GMOs (genetically modified organisms) - and
how its new “green” face is no less malign than its PCB and Agent
Orange–soaked past.
Robin reports that, following its long history of manufacturing
hazardous chemicals and lethal herbicides, Monsanto is now
marketing itself as a “life sciences” company, seemingly convinced
about the virtues of sustainable development. However, Monsanto
now controls the majority of the yield of the world’s genetically
modified corn and soy - ingredients found in more than 95 percent
of American households - and its alarming legal and political tactics
to maintain this monopoly are the subject of worldwide concern.
Units
Code
Price

CD
14
3862CD
$112.40

ROTH, Gabriel

The Unknowns

adult fiction general

narrator: John Sharpe

DAISY
1
3862DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3862MP3
$60.00

Eric Muller has been trying to hack the girlfriend problem his whole
life. But his attempts to decode women - including a journal of
“research” about the girls in his high school class that fell into the
wrong hands, with catastrophic results - only confirm that he’s better
at programming computers than interacting with human beings.
By 2002, Eric is a Silicon Valley millionaire. He’s managed to coax
girls into bed with overpriced cocktails, ironic remarks, and carefully
timed intimacies. But hiding his insecurities behind wit and empathy
gets lonely, and true love remains beyond his grasp.
So when he falls for Maya Marcom, a beautiful and fiercely
opinionated young journalist, and - miraculously - she falls for him
too, he’s in uncharted territory. But his perfect new girlfriend’s past
is troubled by something dark and unresolved that sends Eric’s
obsessive mind spiralling into confusion and doubt. Can he reconcile
his need for order and logic with the mystery and chaos of love?
Units
Code
Price

CD
7
3852CD
$66.20

DAISY
1
3852DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3852MP3
$60.00
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RUSDEN, Athol

Rascal of the South Pacific

adult non-fiction

narrator: Clem Fechner
Rusden wrote of his maritime experiences in an autobiography
which recounts a colorful life in the South Pacific. Over a period
of 50 years he captained some 28 vessels ranging from cruising
yachts to luxury motor yachts and larger cargo vessels. He provides
valuable insights into the life of numerous South Pacific societies
(including the Cook Islands, Tahiti, Samoa, Tonga Vanuatu, New
Caledonia, the Galapagos Islands and many small atolls) in the
era before mass tourism and modernization. According to an
online tribute, Rusden died on 19 June 2012 at the Gold Coast,
Queensland, Australia, aged 93.
Units
Code
Price

CD
12
3871CD
$99.20

SLONIM, Eva

Gazing at the Stars

memoir

narrator: Barbara Duncan

DAISY
1
3871DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3871MP3
$60.00

In March 1939, seven-year-old Eva Weiss’s innocence was shattered
by Germany’s invasion of her homeland, Slovakia. Over the next
five years, as the Nazi persecution of Europe’s Jews gathered
momentum, Eva’s parents were forced to send their children into
hiding, but she and her sister Marta could not avoid capture.
In this remarkable memoir, Eva recounts her experiences at the
Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp. There, she witnessed
countless horrors and was herself subjected to torture, extreme
deprivation, and medical experimentation at the hands of the
notorious Dr Josef Mengele. When the Soviet army liberated the
survivors of Auschwitz early in 1945, Eva and Marta faced a new
challenge - crossing war-torn Europe to be reunited with their family.

Units
Code
Price

CD
4
3858CD
$46.40

DAISY
1
3858DAISY
$80.00

MP3
1
3858MP3
$60.00
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The Early Years
The Queensland Tape Recordists Association (QTRA) was formed in November 1967 as a social club for
those interested in tape recording as a hobby. Many members were associated with radio broadcasting.
In May 1968 the QTRA introduced a bylaw setting up an Auxiliary for the Blind, the first project being completed
in June 1968 for the Narbethong School for Visually Handicapped Children. Mr Max Vines was the Chairman
of this Auxiliary.
In February 1969 Don Cottrell and Eric Searle, the Principal of Narbethong, discussed the possibility of the
expansion of the service to include the physically handicapped and to also establish a lending library.
The Inaugural Meeting of the QTRA Auxiliary for the Handicapped was held on 13 May
1969. Eighteen people were present. Don Cottrell was nominated President; Vice President:
Archdeacon Richards; Secretary: Miss R. Langworth; Registrar: Mrs P. Hicks-Hill. The
Representatives for the Handicapped were Ian Stewart and Fred Turner.
QTRA presented a donation of $20 to the Registrar and people present at the Inaugural
Meeting were asked to donate $4 on a loan basis, the money to be used for the purchase of the initial tape
stock. The recordings were to be made on open reeled recorders.
By the meeting of 3 September 1969 more than 100 projects had been transcribed, including plays by Drama
Groups at Bundaberg. There were 35 registered “transcribers” (three of whom were inmates of correctional
facilities). The number of transcribers (as the narrators were then referred to) was to fluctuate over the years.
Recruiting was mainly by word of mouth, although radio programs, articles in newspapers and letters to
community organisations brought additional transcribers.
The consumers receiving the audio productions were students of Narbethong and a number of blind students
at tertiary institutions, people with other disabilities and elderly people with degenerative eye conditions or
poor sight.
Offers of assistance were to come from the JC’s, Lions and Rotary. Appeals were made to churches in the
community. A team from the Auxiliary appeared on Play Your Hunch (a television games show) winning
$30.00.
In later years donations were to come from the Lady Mayoress’ Social and Welfare Committee, Lady BjelkePetersen Welfare Committee and the Department of Community Welfare and Sport. Clan Mackenzie has
given an annual donation since the early 1970’s. UTAH, MIM and Jupiters have given large donations for the
purchase of specific recording and copying
equipment.
At the AGM of 25 May 1970 Mr T R Wielaert
was elected President and held that position
until 1982. During this time he was actively
involved in transcribing, was chief copier of
tapes and delivery man. He was awarded the
BEM in 1977 and upon retirement from the
Presidency he was presented with the first
Life Membership of the Association.
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